CCI congratulates student **Lucy Cevallos** as a November 2012 Student Leader Spotlight! Lucy is a senior student who was nominated by her peer, Savannah Allan. Lucy Cevallos is an RA in Thomas and president of Alpha Chi Lambda. This Pre-Med Biology major has also participated in the Rock and Roll Series half marathon, the MLK March and is a teacher/mentor for Trinity's Saturday program for elementary school students. Part of the reason she was nominated for Student Leader Spotlight is because she loves to take challenging classes so as to improve herself, even if they do not count for her major. This thirst for knowledge has seen her learn Spanish at Trinity, which enabled her to live out her love of travelling: she went to the Dominican Republic and Canada on work-study related trips. Although she does so much, she always has time for others and creates bonds with those around her. She cites communication as being her greatest strength: "I believe one of my greatest strengths is communication. I genuinely enjoy getting to know others in my organizations and value their individuality and contribution to the club."
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CCI congratulates student **Laura Kalb** as a November 2012 Student Leader Spotlight! Laura is a senior student who was nominated by her peer, Shirin Dhanani. Laura Kalb is not only the Vice-President of Zeta Chi, she is an officer in Student Programming Board and a double major in Sociology and Music. Laura credits her color coordinated planner, coffee, sorority sisters, and friends for keeping her organized. Her nominator stated, "I have never seen her shirk a duty, even when her classes or her health insist that she miss a meeting or an event. She believes in her duties as something to be recognized." Laura is a leader because she ensures all voices of the organization are heard. When asked what advice she would give to students looking to get involved on campus she said: "Look for the organizations that interest you the most. Test all of them out and then, pick the ones that you really enjoy and truly want to be involved in."